
The Cottage Garden
Our year in photos 2016-17
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Welcome to The Cottage Garden
our Waldorf Home Nursery Program

we were assisted by Bridget Callahan
and

Christine Cassagneau

Celia Riahi & Barbara Audley 
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So happy to be back for another year, we can get right down to play.
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First Days, Parents joined us for coffee and muffins, story and song
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After we eat we wash our hands with our lavender washcloths
Play inside and out
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Friends
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Sleeping and resting
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Playing outside
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Playing inside
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Building, Playing running, just having fun
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Eating, Junie says even my toes taste delicious!!!



Autumn is coming
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Poem by Ruth Le Bar
When I go into a cavern dark

I will not be afraid
I’ll take my little lantern out,

To chase the dark away.
When I go into a forest 

And darkness fills my sight.
I’ll take my little lantern out

To make the darkness bright
Song 

Glimmer lantern glimmer, little stars a 
shimmer

Over meadow, moor and dale
Flitter flutter elfin vale

Peewit peewit, tick-a-tick-a-tick. Roo-
coo, roo-coo

Glimmer lantern glimmer, little stars a 
shimmer

Over rock and stock and stone
Wander tripping little gnome

Peewit peewit, tick-a-tick-a-tick. Roo-
coo, roo-coo



Prince Autumn has painted the leaves and  
Brother Wind has blown them down for us to play and work
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This is what  we hope for all the children, 45 minutes of pure cooperation, negotiation, problem solving and friendship. 
They turned the hay bale, played on it and then took their “tools” to saw it in half.  They sawed through the rope and 

then spread it around the  garden. They then started on the second one. They were so happy and proud.
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Sewing
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December brings the darkness and we have to find ways to keep our light shining.



Mabel’s birthday and baking cookies
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King Winter



January a good time for felting  and it snowed!!
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Visitors: Becky, Aimee’s sister, Lisa , Meg & Bing
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Dr. Kate’s office is open and we  also made some glittery Valentines
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Valentine snack, playing, stacking and hmm …some heavy reading instead of a nap!



Then the Queen & King came to visit.
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Cooking with Christine    finding treasures
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Sewing, crafting and playing. June says anything you can do I can do better…
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Finally the Sun came out and we could play with water.
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Ahhh wonder, toes in the air, just looking up at the sky-how high can we climb?
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Friends are so much fun to play with
and Christine has a warm lap when  someone is tired
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Baking muffins for our picnic and grinding nuts 
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One day Princess Rainbow went for a walk, along the way to the ocean she met, Chippy Chipmunk, Good 
Morning Girl and Mermaid…… the  older children and I made the puppets, they made up the story and were 

the puppeteers.



Swinging, swinging…..
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Bye garbage truck see you soon.



It’s time to say goodbye now……

Angel strong beside me stand, love and thanks in my heart and hand. Thank you for our 
happy days, guard and care for my friends always.


